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Abstract: Single carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are candidates for a number of electronics and sensing applications, provided that single 
CNTs can be separated from a bundle of CNTs in suspension. Dielectrophoresis has recently been demonstrated as one route for the 
extraction of desired CNTs. However, previous methods using dielectrophoresis have found it difficult to extract single nanotubes 
from bundles of CNTs in solution. Here, we show that this restriction can be overcome by using pulsed DC voltage of an electric 
field, instead of regular AC and DC voltages. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Since carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have extraordinary 
electrical and mechanical properties[1−3], they provide 
the possibility of new applications, including 
high-density memories, ultra-thin field emission displays, 
and fuel cells. In these high-technology devices, the 
development of suitable technology for bonding a single 
CNT upright on a targeted position, which is separated 
from a bundle of CNTs, is essential. Chemical vapor 
deposition[4] is used to grow a single CNT on a target as 
a means to bond a single CNT upright at a desired 
position. It is difficult to control the process and to 
connect with following processes, as it requires high 
temperatures. A magnetic manipulation[5] and a 
self-assembled monolayer method have also been 
attempted along with a chemical process.  However, 
these methods need expensive and exclusive equipment, 
and may contaminate the CNTs with chemicals. The 
dielectrophoresis (DEP) method[1,3,5−6] has advantages 
of being an easy and simple method for arraying CNTs, 
and has the possibility of providing a route for low-cost 
manufacturing, since it can bond CNTs directly to a 
target position using the forces in the DEP process. To 
bond a single CNT using the DEP method, an atomic 

force microscope (AFM) can be used as a manipulator 
for moving the tip of an electrode in an AC or DC 
field[7]. A CNT can move in a positive or negative 
direction in a liquid, depending on the applied electric 
field. However, the DEP method needs much trial and 
error to bond a single CNT onto a target position, 
because many CNTs are attached to the wall of electrode 
tip. In this work, we proposed an idea for attracting a 
single CNT to the tip of an AFM by using a discrete 
pulsed DC voltage instead of a regular AC or DC 
voltage. 
 
2 Dielectrophoresis 
 

A dipole moment is induced when a polarizable 
object is subjected to an electric field. If the electric field 
is inhomogeneous, the force acting on each side of the 
particle will be different, causing the particle to move 
with respect to the medium. Depending on the 
polarizability of the particle compared to the 
polarizability of the medium, this force can push the 
particle towards regions of high or low electric field. The 
time—average force on a tube exerted by an electric field, 
E, is given by[1] 
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where  r is the radius of a particle; εm is the complex 
permittivity of the suspending medium; E is the root 
mean square of electric field; and Re[K(ω)] is the real 
part of Clausius-Mossotti factor. When a particle is 
placed in a high-frequency electric field, its movement is 
controlled by the permittivities of the particle and the 
solution. Assuming that the frequency range of electric 
field is over 1 MHz and the particle has large slenderness 
ratio as CNT tube, Eq.(1) can be modified as follows: 
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where *
mε is the complex permittivity of the suspending 

medium, *
pε  is the complex permittivity of a particle, 

and l is the particle length. 
Previous methods for arraying CNT with DEP used 

AC or DC field for AC-DEP and DC-DEP. When AC or 
DC field is applied to the solution with CNTs, the CNTs 
move continuously along DEF force line, finally attach 
to the electrode. However, this continuous movement of 
CNTs results in attaching a lot of CNTs to the electrode, 
which fails to bond a single CNT to a target position. In 
order to resolve this problem, we proposed a pulsed-DC 
DEP method that used discrete pulsed DC voltage instead 
of a regular AC or DC voltage, which can derive 
intermittent movement of few CNTs to bond a single 
CNT upright at a target position. In order to expect the 
results with previous and our method before the 
experiments, we simulated AC-DEP, DC-DEP, and 
pulsed-DC DEP with multi-physics simulation tool. 
 
3 Simulation with COMSOL 
 

While Maxwell 2D/3D[8] and COSMOS[9] are 
used for electromagnetic analysis, multi-physics tool is 
used for analyzing CNT arraying since electromagnetic 
fluidics is necessary. In our simulation, we used the 
COMSOL multiphysics v.3.2 software package[10] to 
simulate the CNTs’ motion, which was subjected to the 
DEP force by the electric field and electromagnetic 
fluidics of the liquid. 

In order to attach a single CNT to target position, 
we downed a sharp tip to IPA suspension with CNTs 
while inducing electric field to both electrodes, which 
derived CNTs’ motion to the tip by DEP force. For this 
analysis we generated finite element model with 
boundary conditions for the simulation as shown in 
Fig.1. 

With the geometric modeling and Eq.(2), we 
simulated the DEP force behavior for the movement of a 
CNT in three types of electric fields, including an AC 
voltage, a DC voltage, and our proposed pulse-type DC 

voltage. Figs.2−4 show the results for each type of 
electric field. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show that the lines of the 
DEP force are distributed over all the electrode walls for 
both the regular AC and DC voltage cases. This means 
that it is difficult to separate a single CNT to attach to the 
electrode tip because many CNTs are attracted to the 
electrode wall. In contrast, Fig.4(a) shows that lines of 
DEP force concentrate on the electrode tip with a gap at 
the tip. Fig.4(b) shows that the electric field strength near 
the tip is smaller than other cases, which means that a 
few CNTs can be gathered at the tip while a lot of CNTs 
can be gathered with the other cases. As a result, we 
presume that a pulse-type DC voltage offers a higher 
possibility to bond a single CNT onto a target position. 
 

 

Fig.1 Geometric modeling for DEP simulation 
 

 

Fig.2 DEP simulation result for AC case (5 MHz, ±5 V):    
(a) DEP force lines; (b) Electric field 
 

 

Fig.3 DEP simulation result for DC case (5 V): (a) DEP force 
lines; (b) Electric field 
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Fig.4 DEP simulation result for pulsed-DC case (5 V): (a) DEP 
force lines; (b) Electric field 
 
4 Experimental 
 

To verify the simulations, we carried out 
experiments on bonding CNTs using the same electric 
field conditions as in the simulations. In our experiments, 
we used purified CNTs in an isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 
suspension with a mole ratio of 2 to 1 of H2O to IPA as 
shown in Fig.5. In order to attach CNTs to a tip’s apex by 
DEP, we needed to control the vertical displacement of 
the tip in nanoscale. For this purpose, we used a Ti/Pt 
coated AFM tip for manipulation of the electrode tip, 
which has precise displacement control in nanoscale as 
shown in Fig.6. Then, after putting 100 µL of IPA 
suspension with CNT on aluminum counter electrode as 
shown in Fig.7, we slowly lowered the AFM tip to the 
IPA suspension while applying three kinds of electric 
 

 
Fig.5 Purified CNTs in IPA suspension 
 

 

Fig.6 Experimental setup with AFM 

 

 

Fig.7 AFM tip motion 
 
fields for 40 s in the simulations. For the pulsed DC 
voltage, we used 20 ns at 5 V using a frequency of 5 
MHz. 
 
5 Results and discussion 
 

Figs.8−10 show photographs of the CNTs near to 
the tip of the electrode, magnified in the FE-SEM. Fig.8 
shows the result when 5 V AC at 5 MHz is applied to the 
electrode and the AFM tip for 40 s. The magnified image 
of CNTs near AFM tip is shown in Fig.8, which has a lot 
of CNTs on all over the AFM tip wall. Fig.9 shows the 
result when regular 5 V DC is applied to the electrode 
and the AFM tip is in the same period. Even this case has 
smaller number of CNTs on the AFM tip wall than AC 
case, it still fails to attach single CNT to target position. 
In contrast, Fig.10 shows that a single CNT is attached 
 

 
Fig.8 CNTs at AFM tip with AC (5 MHz, ±5 V) 
 

 
Fig.9 CNTs at AFM tip with DC (5 V) 
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Fig.10 Single CNT at AFM tip with pulsed-DC (5 V) 
 
upright on the tip’s apex, while a few CNTs are attached 
to the tip wall. This means that our proposed method of 
discrete DC voltage of an electric field can increase the 
possibility of being able to bond a single CNT upright at 
a desired position. 
 
6 Conclusions 
 

We proposed a method of applying a pulsed-DC 
voltage of an electric field for bonding a single CNT 
upright at a target position using the DEP technique. The 
proposed technique shows a higher possibility for 
bonding single CNTs than previous AC and DC voltage 
methods from simulations and experiments. Thus, this 
method should find broad applicability. 
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